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Heterogeneous devices combine dissimilar materials with complementary device functionalities to achieve new functionalities that may provide revolutionary advances in technology. In these novel devices the physics and engineering of the interface of the dissimilar materials plays a critical role and requires considerable research. While nitride semiconductors have had great success as materials for sources and detectors of electromagnetic radiation across the spectrum from the ultraviolet (UV) to terahertz, heterogeneous integration of these materials with others having different functionalities hold promise for devices with improved performance. This report discusses research efforts on two representative examples, III-Nitride/silicon carbide (SiC) avalanche photodetectors and compositionally inhomogeneous indium gallium nitride (InGaN) terahertz sources. Specifically, we demonstrate the efficacy of using III-Nitride semiconductors to improve the quantum efficiency (QE) of a photodetector employing a SiC-based gain region over a wide spectral range from 240 to 365 nm by overcoming surface states and weak absorption that limit the QE of homogenous SiC photodetectors in the deep UV and near UV regions, respectively. Furthermore, we have observed enhanced terahertz generation due to large internal in-plane electric fields in heteroepitaxially grown semi-polar and nonpolar GaN thin films due to the presence of self-assembled zincblende inclusions in an otherwise wurzite crystal structure.
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1. Polarization-Enhanced III-Nitride-SiC Avalanche Photodiodes

Semiconductor-based ultraviolet (UV) avalanche photodetectors (APDs) have significant promise for reducing the size, weight, power requirements, and cost of Army systems for biological agent detection and/or identification, UV communications, and hostile fire detection. While photomultiplier tube (PMT) detectors have high sensitivity and low dark counts, these devices are susceptible to damage from shock as well as exposure to ambient light, very expensive (greater than $500.00), inherently broad band, and require a high-voltage power supply.

In contrast, UV-APDs can be more rugged, compact, have reduced power supply requirements, and a lower cost. Commercially available silicon (Si) APDs benefit from a mature material system, easy integration, and a favorable impact ionization coefficient ratio (β/α ratio), which results in a very low excess noise factor (k=α/β=0.02). However, the dark current of these devices in linear mode operation can be too high for certain applications, such as bio-fluorescence detection. In addition, the broadband sensitivity of Si from long-wavelength UV to the near infrared (IR) can impair systems that target a relatively narrow spectral band, therefore requiring elaborate filters. Moreover, high-sensitivity, commercially available, single photon counting avalanche photodiodes are not specified for operation at wavelengths shorter than 400 nm.

Silicon carbide (SiC) has many advantageous material qualities for realizing high gain, low noise, and low-dark current UV APDs, including a wide band gap, a large β/α ratio, and high quantum efficiency (QE). SiC APDs have been demonstrated with high quantum efficiency (60% at λ=268 nm), low dark current (J_{dark}=64 nA/cm² at a gain of 1000, which indicates primary dark current of less than 10 fA), excellent spatial uniformity (standard deviation less than 5% at gain of 5000 across active area), and low noise (k=0.10) (I–2). Near zero bias, these devices have achieved record detectivity of 4.1×10^{14} cmHz^{1/2}W^{-1} at 270 nm, higher than for PMTs, Si detectors, and conventional charge-coupled device arrays, and, in Geiger-mode, single photon detection efficiency as high as 30% at room temperature (3–4). Despite this success, the response of 4H-SiC APDs is characterized by an abrupt decrease at wavelengths shorter than 260 nm, as well as a more gradual drop at long-wavelength between 320 and 370 nm; these spectral ranges are important for bio-chemical agent identification by fluorescence-free Raman spectroscopy and the detection of bio-fluorescence excited by 280-nm sources, respectively. The short-wavelength response is hindered by the inefficient collection of carriers generated by high-energy photons in the heavily doped top layer, which are trapped by surface states or recombine due to the short diffusion length of minority carriers (I). The long-wavelength tail results from weak indirect absorption extending to the bandgap of 4H-SiC at 3.23 eV (λ ≈ 380 nm).

III-Nitrides are a family of direct band gap semiconductors that is tunable from the UV (200 nm) to the IR (1800 nm) by varying the alloy composition from aluminum nitride (AlN) (6.1 eV) to...
gallium nitride (GaN) (3.4 eV) to indium nitride (InN) (0.69 eV). As a result, the III-Nitrides are a promising material for realizing high QE photodetectors with tunable response throughout the UV spectrum. While GaN UV photodetectors with QE greater than 50% have been demonstrated (5–6), APDs employing these alloys are hindered by materials issues. As a result, GaN APDs remain in their infancy, with performance vastly inferior to that of SiC devices (7). Furthermore, the significantly larger breakdown field of AlN over SiC (approximately 6 times) implies that aluminum gallium nitride (AlGaN)-based deep UV (DUV)-APDs would operate at significantly larger reverse bias than comparable SiC devices.

In contrast, integration of III-Nitride semiconductors with 4H-SiC can leverage the benefits of each material system to realize highly sensitive avalanche photodetectors throughout the UV spectral range (figure 1). In the near UV spectral range, where homogenous SiC APDs suffer from poor absorption, separate absorption and multiplication APDs (SAM-APDs) employing a GaN absorption region and a SiC multiplication region allows the possibility of having high QE owing to the direct band gap of GaN, as well as low dark current and high gain associated with the high quality SiC. In addition, this device structure benefits from the formation of a type II heterojunction with both the conduction and valence band energies of the GaN below those of the SiC and conduction band and valence band offsets that are between –0.6 and –0.9 eV and 0.7 and 1 eV, respectively (8). This band alignment promotes hole injection and inhibits electron injection from GaN into SiC, enabling single carrier injection of the photo-generated holes in the absorbing region into the SiC multiplication layer that is optimal since the hole ionization coefficient of SiC is much greater than that of the electron. Combined with the spatial separation of the absorption and multiplication regions, these devices may have lower noise than SiC APDs.

![Figure 1. Spectral response of a homogeneous 4H-SiC APD (grey) and possible peak response shift for a III-Nitride-SiC APD.](image-url)
In the DUV spectral range, the response of homogeneous SiC APDs suffer from increasing absorption and carrier generation in the top doped layer of the device, the short diffusion length of minority carriers in this region and the presence of a high density of surface states. During this program we have demonstrated a high DUV QE of approximately 40% at 200 nm in a SiC p-n′-metal structure, where a thin transparent metal contact replaces the top n-doped layer of a conventional structure (figure 2). This improvement is attributed to the increased collection of carriers created by absorption of photons in this spectral range within the depletion region of the device where the photogenerated carriers are more effectively collected by drift despite the presence of surface recombination (9). However, as the metal contact is only approximately 50% transparent across the spectral range of interest, this approach limits the unity gain QE of the APD and therefore its potential single photon detection efficiency. In contrast, employing an n-type AlGaN contact layer that is transparent throughout the spectral range of interest can eliminate these losses.

![Figure 2. Measured photoresponse of a 4H-SiC p-n′-metal photodetector.](image)

These heterogeneous integrations are achieved by heteroepitaxial growth of the III-Nitride device layers by plasma-assisted molecular beam epitaxy on SiC epitaxial layers grown on 4H-SiC substrates. While heteroepitaxial growth of III-Nitrides on SiC substrates has been demonstrated previously, it is important to appreciate that the functional role of SiC in these structures beyond that of a substrate. The requirement for efficient carrier injection across these heterointerfaces introduces interesting challenges that are unlike traditional heterojunction APDs such as indium gallium arsenide/indium phosphorous (InGaAs/InP) telecommunications devices, including differences in spontaneous polarization, as well as lattice mismatch that have important implications for device performance.

As these detectors employ polar materials, with the spontaneous polarization of the Al\(_x\)Ga\(_{1-x}\)N alloy increasing with AlN mole fraction and greater than that of SiC, a positive polarization...
charge is expected at the hetero-interface between a III-polar Al\textsubscript{1-x}Ga\textsubscript{x}N and SiC. For a GaN/SiC SAM APD structure, this charge can achieve an optimal electric field profile, a high field in the multiplication region of the structure desirable for high gain, and a low field within the absorption region, but insufficient or excessive charge can lead to poor performance. As a result, an additional method for controlling the density of interface charge is desirable. The presence of a larger density of polarization charge at the more strongly polar AlGaN/SiC interface can potentially further reduce the loss of carriers generated by DUV photons to interface states.

Furthermore, InGaAs/InP APDs benefit from lattice matching of these materials as well as the ability to epitaxially grow the InP multiplication region and InGaAs absorption region directly on an InP substrate without interruption at the heterointerface; in this manner the formation of deleterious defects can be prevented. In contrast, GaN has a 3.4% lattice mismatch with 4H-SiC that reduces with AlN mole fraction, resulting in the formation of threading dislocations that can act as leakage paths that increase dark current and prevent avalanche breakdown. While various heteroepitaxial buffer schemes have been developed for the growth of III-Nitrides on SiC, these approaches must be modified or preferably avoided since the SiC region is not simply a substrate, and the success of these devices hinges upon the efficient carrier injection across the heterointerface.

Finally, the constituents of each material act as dopants in the other material so that intermixing at the interface can play an important role on the performance of these devices.

### 1.1 GaN/SiC SAM-APDs

GaN/SiC SAM APDs were fabricated employing a 2-µm-thick p\textsuperscript{+} SiC layer, a 480-nm-thick n\textsuperscript{−} SiC multiplication region doped to $5 \times 10^{15} \text{ cm}^{-3}$, a 15-nm-thick magnesium (Mg)-doped GaN p-type interface charge control layer (PICCL), a 300–500 nm thick, unintentionally doped, GaN absorption region and capped with a thin 10-nm-thick n\textsuperscript{+}–GaN layer so as to minimize absorption in this region. This device structure takes advantage of the positive polarization charge at the GaN/SiC heterointerface to obviate the need for a n-type SiC charge layer while employing the Mg-doped GaN layer to control the magnitude of the interface charge for optimal performance. The GaN regions of these devices were deposited directly on the Si-face 4H-SiC structure by plasma-assisted molecular beam epitaxy at a substrate temperature of 850 °C. Immediately prior to growth, the epilayer surface is cleaned in-situ by periodically covering the surface with Ga metal and then allowing the metal to desorb. After wafer cleaning, mesas of various dimensions were defined using inductive coupled plasma dry etching in an argon and chlorine gas mixture (Ar/Cl\textsubscript{2}). A SiC sidewall bevel angel of approximately 7° was formed to prevent premature edge breakdown. A 290-nm-thick silicon dioxide (SiO\textsubscript{2}) layer, which acted as both a passivation layer and an antireflective coating, was deposited by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition. The p- and n-type contacts were formed by electron beam evaporation of titanium/nickel (Ti/Ni). A drawing of the device structure is shown in figure 3.
Figure 3. Device structure of a III-Nitride/SiC APD.

Figure 4 shows the voltage dependence of the dark current, photo current, and photomultiplication gain for a 250-μm-diameter device. The device demonstrated dark current less than 1 pA for bias up to 90% of the breakdown voltage. The device-area and temperature dependence of the dark current were studied to determine the dominant component of the dark current. The dark current was fitted to the gain in the range of 3–10 (reverse bias voltage of 148 V approximately 151 V) for devices with diameters of 250, 180, and 130 μm. The multiplied dark current was proportional to the device area rather than the perimeter, an indication that the primary dark current is due to bulk leakage. Dark current densities were calculated to be between 1.0 approximately 1.5 nA/cm². This result suggests that the reverse leakage currents in these devices are limited by the SiC multiplication region despite the presence of threading dislocations at the heterointerface. It is also important to note that the dark current in these devices is approximately 1000 times lower than what has been observed for GaN APDs despite having areas that are up to approximately 25 times larger (7).

Figure 4. Measured dark current (black), photocurrent (red), and gain (green) for a GaN/SiC APD. Temperature dependent I-V characteristics (inset).
The inset of figure 4 shows the dark current of a 250-μm-diameter device at temperatures from room temperature to 201 °C. A positive temperature dependence of the breakdown voltage was observed, an indication that breakdown is caused by avalanche multiplication. The breakdown voltage temperature coefficient was approximately 0.05 V/°C. From Arrhenius plots of current in the voltage range of between 140 and 150 V low activation energies of approximately 0.1 eV were determined. This may indicate high levels of shallow level traps, which could be the result of high defect densities at the GaN/SiC interface.

The photocurrent was measured while the device was illuminated by a broad-spectrum xenon (Xe) UV lamp. The photomultiplication gain was calculated by dividing the photoresponse at a given voltage by the unity gain photoresponse. Here the unity gain was arbitrarily chosen at 70 V reverse bias where the photocurrent is relatively independent of voltage. We note that the calculated gain based on the reported impact ionization coefficients (10) is less than 1.05 at 70 V for this structure. A maximum gain greater than 10^5 was observed before the photocurrent reached the compliance current (1 μA) at reverse bias of 160 V.

The spectral responsivity was measured by comparing the response of the device under test with a calibrated Si reference photodiode. A Xe lamp and monochromator were used as the narrow spectrum light source from 300 to 400 nm. Figure 5 shows the measured responsivity versus wavelength at several voltages (open points). The spectral response at bias less than approximately 150 V is characterized by a local maxima at approximately 374 nm and a local minima at 366 nm that is neither consistent with the collection of carriers generated in the GaN absorption region nor with the response of a simple SiC APD. Modeling accounting for the GaN absorption (black solid line) and the response of a wholly SiC detector indicates that the peak at 374 nm is due to the reduced absorption in the GaN region resulting in more light passing through the GaN layer and reaching the SiC layer, indicating that the photoresponse is from the collection of carriers generated directly in the SiC multiplication region with the GaN absorption layer acting as an optical filter (blue dash line). The lack of GaN related response at low bias voltage is likely due to the confinement of the electric field within the SiC multiplication region and the concomitant low probability of photogenerated holes diffusing through the highly defective GaN/SiC interface to the SiC multiplication region. For bias below 90 V, there is almost no change of the responsivity, indicating that there is no gain in the SiC multiplication layer.
The responsivity starts to increase for bias about 130 V, but the spectral shape remains unchanged until the bias exceeds approximately 150 V (not shown), indicating that there is no injection of holes from the GaN region up to this point. Above 154 V, the device begins to exhibit photoresponse that is clearly associated with the collection of carriers generated in the GaN absorption region. This transition in the photoresponse is attributed to the punch through of the electric field into the GaN absorption region and its gradual rather than sharp depletion with increasing bias, leading to the sweepout of the photogenerated holes into the multiplication region. Finally, at 160 V, the spectra exhibit basically a GaN response. A peak responsivity of 4.2 A/W was achieved at a reverse bias of 160 V. The cut off wavelength of the responsivity shifted from approximately 380 nm at 70 V reverse bias to approximately 400 nm at 150 V. This responsivity is significantly larger than what has been reported for GaN APDs (2), and can be attributed to the larger gain achieved in the SiC multiplication region. It is important to note that the transition from SiC dominated response at low reverse bias to GaN dominated response at high bias indicates that the gain calculated from the difference between the dark and photo IV characteristics in figure 4 is not purely due to avalanche multiplication. This methodology does not account for the increased collection of carriers photo-generated within the GaN absorption region with the on-set of punch through.
1.2 AlGaN/AlN/SiC APDs

Figure 6 shows a schematic of the cross section of a typical heterogeneous AlGaN/AlN/SiC n-i-p device. Several parameters of the device structure have been varied to demonstrate the effect of polarization induced charge at the AlGaN-AlN and AlN-SiC interfaces on the response of these detectors, including the thickness of the AlN barrier layer and the composition of the n-Al\textsubscript{x}Ga\textsubscript{1-x}N layers. The AlGaN/AlN/SiC n-i-p structure consists of a 2-µm-thick p\textsuperscript{+} (2 × 10\textsuperscript{18} cm\textsuperscript{-3})-SiC layer, a lightly doped (5 ×10\textsuperscript{15} cm\textsuperscript{-3})-i-SiC layer, an AlN barrier layer, an Al\textsubscript{x}Ga\textsubscript{1-x}N layer, and finally a n\textsuperscript{+} (~1 × 10\textsuperscript{18} cm\textsuperscript{-3})-Al\textsubscript{x}Ga\textsubscript{1-x}N contact layer. The thickness of the AlN barrier layer in this series is 0, 10, and 120 nm. The AlN mole fraction in the Al\textsubscript{x}Ga\textsubscript{1-x}N layers is 0.6 for the devices with 0- and 10-nm AlN barriers and 0.8 for the device with the 120-nm barrier layer. The SiC epitaxial layers were grown on Si-face, n-type, 4H-SiC substrates. The III-polar Al\textsubscript{x}Ga\textsubscript{1-x}N epitaxial layers were heteroepitaxially grown by plasma-assisted molecular beam epitaxy directly upon the SiC epitaxial layers. The epitaxial layers were fabricated into circular mesas with 250-µm-diameters and 7°beveled sidewalls. The n-Al\textsubscript{x}Ga\textsubscript{1-x}N Ohmic contact consists of Ti 10 nm/Al 100 nm/Ni 30 nm/Au 50 nm while the p-SiC Ohmic contact consists of Ni 25 nm/Ti 35 nm/Al 100 nm/Ni 80 nm. A 200-nm-thick silicon oxide antireflection layer was deposited on all devices.

![Figure 6. Cross-section of Al\textsubscript{x}Ga\textsubscript{1-x}N/AlN/SiC n-i-p photodetectors.](image)

The direct current (DC) and modulated (alternating current) photoresponse of the devices were measured by illuminating the devices with a laser-driven white light source passed through a monochromator. DC photocurrent measurements were taken with a Keithley 2400 source-measurement unit. The modulated characterization was conducted using a Stanford Research Systems 830 lock-in amplifier to measure the photocurrent generated by modulating the light source. A variable neutral density filter was used to keep the applied illumination power at 100 nW for all wavelengths.

The DC photoresponse of the photodiode without an AlN barrier layer is shown in figure 7. The shape of the spectral response is comparable to that of a homogeneous SiC p-i-n device, as shown by the normalized curve (dotted line), with peak responsivity occurring at approximately 275 nm. However, the short-wavelength response is more sharply cut-off at approximately 260 nm than the SiC p-i-n device. The measured photoresponse shows no bias dependence under 20 V,
indicating unity gain operation. In contrast, the DC photoresponse of the devices containing both the 10- and 120-nm AlN barrier layer, shown in figures 8a and b, show strong bias dependence and a red-shifting peak with increasing bias voltage. For the device containing the 10-nm barrier layer, the spectral response is characterized by a single peak at 260 nm at 10 V that increases and red-shifts until ultimately saturating at 275 nm around 14 V. The spectral shape of the response at reverse bias greater than 13 V is similar to that of the homogeneous SiC p-i-n diode with a peak response around 275 nm, but also with a strong short-wavelength cut off around 260 nm. By contrast, the response of the device with a 120-nm-thick barrier layer is characterized by a single peak around 226 nm at low bias voltages that moves to 242 nm with increasing bias. The short-wavelength cutoff in this device occurs at approximately 230 nm. In addition, the response at wavelengths longer than 260 nm is significantly suppressed over that of a homogenous SiC p-i-n diode (dotted line) at all bias voltages.

Figure 7. Left Axis: DC photoresponse of Al$_{0.6}$Ga$_{0.4}$N/SiC photodiode with no AlN barrier layer at 10 and 20 V. Gray dashed line is normalized response of homogeneous SiC p-i-n photodiode. Right Axis: Transmission of Al$_{0.6}$Ga$_{0.4}$N layer.
Figure 8. DC photoresponse of Al$_x$Ga$_{1-x}$N/AlN/SiC photodiodes with (a) 10-nm AlN barrier and (b) 120-nm barrier at various bias voltages. The dotted line in (a) and (b) is the normalized responsivity and measured responsivity of a homogeneous SiC $p$-$i$-$n$ photodiode, respectively.
Figure 9 shows the modulated photoresponse of the devices with the 10- and 120-nm AlN barrier layer. For the device with the 10-nm barrier layer, the modulated response at 10 V consists of a peak at 260 nm in the in-phase component with a small quadrature component observed between 260 and 280 nm. Increasing the bias voltage results in an increase in the long-wavelength contribution centered at 275 nm. The long-wavelength response at 275 nm experiences a phase lag with respect to the 260 nm peak indicated by both the in-phase and quadrature contribution. For the device with the 120 nm barrier, the modulated response at 10 V consists of a peak at 226 nm in the in-phase component with positive in-phase and quadrature contributions observed at wavelengths longer than 226 nm. Increasing the reverse bias results in an increasing long wavelength contribution centered at 242 nm with positive in-phase and negative quadrature contributions.

![Figure 9](image-url)
The spectral response in these diodes can be understood by considering the influence of the AlN barrier layer thickness, the composition of the Al\textsubscript{x}Ga\textsubscript{1-x}N layers, and the energy band alignment between the Γ, L, and M valley minima of the 4H-SiC conduction band and the III-Nitride layers. For the detector without an AlN barrier, the top Al\textsubscript{x}Ga\textsubscript{1-x}N layers do not contribute to the measured photoresponse due to the presence of a positive polarization induced interface charge at the Al\textsubscript{x}Ga\textsubscript{1-x}N/SiC interface. As we have shown previously, this charge can be sufficiently large to prevent the punch-through of the electric-field into the Al\textsubscript{x}Ga\textsubscript{1-x}N layer (11). As a result, carriers photogenerated in this region must rely on diffusion for collection and are lost to defect mediated recombination, resulting in the Al\textsubscript{x}Ga\textsubscript{1-x}N layer acting as an optical filter cutting off the detector response at short-wavelengths. The measured photoresponse in figure 7 is therefore entirely associated with carriers generated in 4H-SiC. This conclusion is supported by the measured transmission of a similar 60% AlN mole fraction Al\textsubscript{x}Ga\textsubscript{1-x}N film grown on a sapphire substrate that agrees well with the response cut-off observed for the diode (figure 7).

For the detector with the 10-nm AlN barrier, the presence of a large positive polarization-induced interface charge at the AlN/SiC interface and a large negative polarization-induced interface charge at the Al\textsubscript{x}Ga\textsubscript{1-x}N/AlN interface results in a large dipole across the AlN barrier layer. Previous modeling of the band structure in this device indicates that this barrier is sufficient to block the transport of holes across the interface into the SiC (12). As a result, the top Al\textsubscript{x}Ga\textsubscript{1-x}N layers again act as a short-wavelength optical filter since carriers generated in this region are lost to recombination. This argument is further supported by the agreement in short-wavelength cut-off in response between this device and the one without an AlN barrier layer.

Modeling also shows that electrons generated in the SiC region having sufficient energy can traverse the AlN barrier (12). Considering that the minimum transition energies between the Γ valley of the valence band and the M and L (indirect) and Γ (direct) valleys of the conduction bands of SiC are 3.25, 4.3, and 5.4 eV, respectively (13), the response observed at 10 V reverse bias in figure 3 can be explained by the transport and collection of electrons photogenerated in the L valley across the AlN barrier layer before they can relax to a lower valley within SiC. In this device, there are no electrons photoexcited to the higher energy Γ valley of SiC because of absorption in the Al\textsubscript{0.6}Ga\textsubscript{0.4}N layer. The red-shift in response with increasing reverse bias is then associated with the concomitant lowering of the AlN barrier and higher field in the SiC that allows more efficient collection of lower energy electrons generated in the lower L and M valleys. At the highest biases investigated, the barrier to transport across the AlN is sufficiently reduced so that the long-wavelength response is consistent with that of a homogeneous \textit{p-i-n} SiC diode.

Examination of the modulated photoresponse measurements as a function of reverse bias further supports this interpretation. The lack of a quadrature component in the response for wavelengths shorter than 265 nm at all reverse bias voltages suggests that these carriers have sufficient energy to traverse the barrier with minimum interaction. The presence of positive in-phase and negative
quadrature components in the photoresponse at 20 V reverse bias between 265 and 280 nm as shown in figure 9a indicates a phase lag due to the delay associated with the lowering of the barrier through the optical bias process. This occurs as photogenerated electrons in the SiC and holes in the Al$_x$Ga$_{1-x}$N regions accumulate at the AlN/SiC and Al$_x$Ga$_{1-x}$N/AlN interfaces, respectively, and partially cancel the polarization induced interface charge to lower the barrier.

Increasing the thickness of the AlN barrier layer to 120 nm and AlN mole fraction in the Al$_x$Ga$_{1-x}$N layer to 0.8 increases the barrier height and promotes the absorption of high-energy photons in SiC, respectively. As a result, carriers are excited to the Γ or upper L valley and can traverse the barrier at low-bias voltages as shown in figure 8b by the peak response at approximately 225–230 nm. Modulated photoresponse measurements given in figure 9b show no quadrature component at wavelengths shorter than 226 nm, indicating that only these carriers are able to transport across the interface with minimal interaction with the barrier, further corroborating the increase in barrier height with increasing AlN thickness. The peak response shifts to approximately 242 nm with increasing reverse bias but the response at wavelengths longer than approximately 260 remains strongly suppressed at the highest biases investigated. This result is attributed to the significant barrier to electron transport that remains for electrons photogenerated in the lower L and M valleys. The modulated photoresponse measurements at 10 V bias reveal zero quadrature components at wavelengths shorter than approximately 230 nm, indicating that electrons photoexcited to the Γ valley are able to transport across the barrier layer with little interaction. Increasing the reverse bias to 30 V, the long wavelength contribution at 242 nm experiences a phase lag with respect to the peak at 225–230 nm, further supporting the conclusion that the lower energy peak results from the lowering of the barrier through both electrical and optical bias.

It should also be noted that the detector with a 120-nm AlN barrier and 80% Al$_x$Ga$_{1-x}$N layer exhibits a peak QE of 76% at 242 nm, which is almost double that of the homogeneous SiC diode response, as shown by the dotted line in figure 8b. Owing to the transparency of the Al$_x$Ga$_{1-x}$N and AlN at these wavelengths, this heterogeneous design enables the absorption of high-energy photons directly in the high-electric field SiC depletion region, resulting in an increase in the short-wavelength response. In contrast, these carriers are normally generated in the heavily doped top contact layer of a traditional homogeneous SiC device, resulting in poor collection efficiency. Analogously, the short-wavelength cut-off present in this heterogeneous detector is related to absorption in the wider band gap Al$_{0.8}$Ga$_{0.2}$N layers, from which no photocurrent is collected due to the polarization induced barrier to transport.

This work demonstrates heterogeneous solar-blind Al$_x$Ga$_{1-x}$N/AlN/SiC n-i-p photodetectors that enable the tailoring of the UV response of SiC. The large polarization induced interface charge occurring at the heterointerfaces is utilized to create a tunable barrier to electron transport across the heterointerface from the SiC to Al$_x$Ga$_{1-x}$N. This enables selective collection of electrons photoexcited into the Γ and L conduction band valleys of SiC, thereby tuning the spectral
response and improving the solar rejection. In addition, the short-wavelength response of SiC is improved by enabling absorption of high-energy photons in the SiC depletion region through the use of transparent Al$_x$Ga$_{1-x}$N contact layers. A peak external quantum efficiency of 76% at 242 nm has been measured, which is nearly double that of conventional SiC $p$-$i$-$n$ devices at this wavelength, and is attributed to suppression of the effects of surface states and absorption in heavily doped layers currently hindering homogeneous SiC devices.

2. Fiber Laser Pumped Terahertz Radiation Sources Based on Inhomogeneous InGaN Containing Zincblende Domains

Since the bandgap of AlN, GaN, and InN and its alloys spans the UV through IR wavelength range, III-Nitride-based terahertz devices can be engineered to operate at fiber-laser wavelengths for low-cost, compact, field-deployable terahertz systems leveraging fiber optic technology. These systems will have a number of applications including stand-off explosive detection and the ability to see through obscurants. Recently, we observed enhanced terahertz generation due to large stacking-fault (SF) related internal in-plane electric fields (figure 10) in $m$-plane GaN thin films (14). The SFs are thin zincblende inclusions in an otherwise wurtzite crystal structure and form due to heteroepitaxial growth of nonpolar GaN on lattice-mismatched substrates. The strong internal, in-plane polarization of the wurtzite crystalline structure is terminated at the wurtzite/zincblende interface, where charge accumulation leads to strong electric fields within the wurtzite domains that point in the same direction (along the $c$-axis of the crystal), effectively creating an array of contactless photoconductive (PC) switches. In-plane transport of carriers generated under ultrashort pulse excitation proceeds parallel to the electric field, leading to a terahertz radiation component polarized preferentially along this axis of the sample. The built-in field is estimated to be approximately 290 kV/cm in the wurtzite region of $m$-plane GaN with a SF density of approximately $1 \times 10^6$ cm.

![Figure 10. Schematic of in-plane electric field due to stacking faults in nonpolar or semipolar nitride material.](image)
Because of built-in lateral SF-related fields, nonpolar and semipolar InN or InGaN are ideal as terahertz sources operating near fiber-laser wavelengths (1030 and 1550 nm). Recently, nonpolar InN was investigated and showed similar SF-related fields (15). Unfortunately, the best quality InN and high In-fraction InGaN still have high unintentional doping (UID) concentrations that can screen the terahertz field (16). Small In-concentration $\text{In}_x\text{Ga}_{1-x}\text{N}$ ($x<0.3$), however, has a UID concentration low enough such that $p$-doping is possible. By using $\text{In}_x\text{Ga}_{1-x}\text{N}$ material with a bandgap engineered near 515 nm ($x\sim 0.26$), the doubled frequency of a compact femtosecond fiber laser could be used. We successfully developed a heterogeneous nitride-based terahertz source operating at 400 nm using U.S. Army Research Laboratory (ARL)-grown $a$-plane InGaN.

### 2.1 Material Growth

For efficient terahertz emission, a high density of SFs resulting from growth on lattice mismatched substrates is necessary. We achieved growth of $a$-plane InGaN epitaxial layers on double-sided polished $r$-plane sapphire using a Veeco Modular Gen II molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) reactor. High-quality growth of $a$-plane InGaN involves precise control over several growth parameters, including growth temperature and the relative arrival rate of group III and group V atoms to the surface. Although the growth conditions for $c$-plane InGaN material can serve as a guide, optimization must be performed for $a$-plane growth since In incorporation, ideal growth temperature, and growth kinetics change with crystal orientation.

Firstly, growth of single-crystal InGaN epitaxially on $r$-plane sapphire requires the development of a suitable nucleation material as well as an appropriate buffer layer material to ensure high-quality InGaN. Guided by the nucleation material used in $c$-plane growth, we grew an $a$-plane GaN buffer layer on either low-temperature (approximately $600$ °C) grown GaN or high-temperature (approximately $800$ °C) grown AlN. Characterization of the resulting films by atomic force microscopy (AFM) and double crystal x-ray diffraction revealed that growth on the low-temperature-grown GaN nucleation layer yielded a higher quality, lower surface roughness GaN buffer layer.

Next, we optimized the GaN buffer layer, which provides a low lattice mismatched surface for the growth of InGaN. The buffer layer deposition transitions from a three-dimensional growth mode to a two-dimensional step-flow growth through the coalescence of the nucleation sites at the sapphire-GaN interface (known as Stranski-Krastinov growth). The GaN buffer layer also isolates the InGaN epilayer from any oxygen that may diffuse from the sapphire substrate. Isolation of the InGaN from substrate surface contaminants and the effusion of oxygen is especially important for terahertz detection since screening effects due to the resulting background carriers will lower the terahertz detection efficiency. Deposition of the GaN buffer layer was optimized using a series of Ga flux and growth temperature adjustments and in situ monitoring using reflection high energy electron diffraction and pyrometer temperature measurements. A high-quality $a$-plane GaN buffer layer was ultimately obtained using a two-step growth process, a Ga flux of $2.1 \times 10^{-7}$ Torr, and a thickness of 500 nm atop the low-
temperature-grown GaN nucleation layer to provide sufficient isolation from the sapphire substrate. Excellent surface morphology (surface roughness of 8.8 nm) of the GaN buffer was verified using AFM (figure 11).

![AFM image showing excellent surface morphology of the a-plane GaN buffer layer grown by MBE.](image1)

To determine the process window for the growth temperature of a-plane InGaN, we grew a series of samples, each at a lower substrate temperature until saturation of the In content occurred. We then adjusted the Ga flux to limit the In content to approximately 7.8% for a bandgap near 400 nm. Once we achieved saturation, the surfaces of these samples were compared to determine which growth temperature led to the smoothest surface. Once a determination was made on the relative Ga flux and growth temperature, a series of growths were performed to determine the minimum In flux necessary to grow stoichiometric InGaN without the accumulation of In droplets, which lead to droplet related defects. The highest quality a-plane InGaN films were grown at a temperature of 575 °C, a Ga flux of $1.8 \times 10^{-7}$ Torr, and an In flux of $2.1 \times 10^{-7}$ Torr. X-ray diffraction data of the film confirms an In concentration of approximately 5–9% (figure 12).

![X-ray diffraction data showing a-plane In$_x$Ga$_{1-x}$N with x~5–9% on a GaN buffer layer atop r-plane sapphire.](image2)
2.2 Terahertz Source

When the ARL-grown $\alpha$-plane InGaN films were used on $r$-plane sapphire, we achieved terahertz emission using ultrafast (approximately 150-fs pulse width) excitation at 400 nm. The pump source, incident on the sample at 45° to the surface normal, was obtained by frequency-doubling a 250-kHz Ti:Sapphire-pumped regenerative amplifier at 800 nm. The subsequent terahertz emission is collected with a pair of off-axis parabolic mirrors onto a zinc telluride (ZnTe) crystal for polarization sensitive electro-optic sampling. The terahertz source is mounted on a 360° rotation stage for sample rotation dependence measurements. Figure 13a illustrates the orientation of the terahertz source relative to the incident pump beam and collected $s$- and $p$-polarized terahertz radiation.

![Figure 13](image.png)

Figure 13. (a) Schematic of nonpolar InGaN rotation relative to the emitted terahertz polarization directions. Image plots of time-resolve (b) $s$-, and (c) $p$-polarized terahertz waveforms from $\alpha$-plane InGaN excited with 400 nm.
The image plots in figures 13b and c show the time-resolved s- and p-polarized terahertz emission from \( a \)-plane \( \text{In}_{0.15}\text{Ga}_{0.85}\text{N} \) as a function of sample rotation, respectively. The white areas denote positive values while the blue areas represent negative values. Several peaks associated with water absorption may also be seen to the right of the peak terahertz emission. A strong dependence on the rotation angle is observed in the image plots. To further analyze the sample rotation dependence of the \( a \)-plane InGaN, the terahertz signal at \( t=0 \) from the image plots in figure 13 is plotted in figure 14 as a function of sample rotation angle for both s- and p-polarizations. The data fit well to \( \sin \theta \) and \( \cos \theta \) functions, consistent with in-plane transport parallel to the \( c \)-axis direction due to SF-induced lateral electric fields. Optical rectification is neglected since it would appear as a \( \sin (2\theta) \) dependence.

![Graph showing sample rotation angle dependence of the peak s- and p-polarized terahertz emission](image)

Figure 14. Sample rotation angle dependence of the peak s- and p-polarized terahertz emission (at \( t=0 \) shown in figure 6) from \( a \)-plane InGaN grown on \( r \)-plane sapphire.

For comparison, we plot in figure 15 the maximum terahertz emission from \( a \)-plane InGaN (red curve) against that from \( c \)-plane InGaN (black curve) under identical excitation conditions. With only initial material and SF density optimization of the \( a \)-plane InGaN, the terahertz emission from the nonpolar sample is already a factor of 2 larger than that from the \( c \)-plane InGaN. Terahertz emission from \( c \)-plane InGaN is attributed to the photo-Dember effect, which stems from the difference in the diffusion of photoexcited electrons and holes from the surface.
To further understand the significance of the SFs, we directly probe the quantum structures by tuning the ultrafast pulse excitation energy across the wurtzite GaN bandgap energy ($E_W = 3.43$ eV at room temperature) and study the emitted terahertz radiation. Previous studies in nonpolar GaN at 5 K (17) directly correlated luminescence at 3.47 eV to the donor-bound exciton ($D_0X$) and below bandedge luminescence at 3.41 eV to SFs. Calculations showed that although no SF-related localized states exist in the bandgap, SFs can give rise to quantum-well-like regions of zincblende-like material embedded in the wurtzite lattice that can bind carriers, resulting in emission near 3.41 eV (18, 19). Furthermore, the internal electric fields along the polar (0001) direction resulting from the termination of the large internal polarization (20) at the zincblende/wurtzite interface are further manifested in lateral triangular potentials that add additional confinement (21, 22). Evidence of this large SF-related built-in lateral field was observed in the wurtzite regions of nonpolar nitride semiconductors from terahertz emission excited by femtosecond pulses (23, 24). However, the photon energy of the excitation pulses was significantly higher than the bandgap energy in these efforts, so effects near the zincblende inclusions were obscured.

We observe carrier localization and nonlinear susceptibility in polar lateral heterostructures in $m$-plane GaN observed through terahertz emission spectroscopy. We monitor the evolution of terahertz radiation generated from lateral carrier transport in the continuum just above the wurtzite bandgap to that from instantaneous polarization due to spatially separated electron-hole pairs bound to the potential wells associated with the stacking faults just below this bandgap. In addition, we observe subbandgap terahertz emission resulting from optical rectification due to the enhanced resonant nonlinear susceptibility stemming from the lateral heterostructure.

The samples consist of GaN epilayers grown on $m$-plane 6H-SiC substrates. The growth of these structures resulted in basal plane stacking faults in the $m$-plane GaN having predominantly I1 character. To create a range of SF-densities, the thin films were grown to a thickness of 262.5 nm using ammonia molecular beam epitaxy, 0.87 µm using metalorganic chemical vapor
deposition, and 20 µm using hydride vapor phase epitaxy, with a SF-density (average zincblende region spacing) of 3 × 106 cm−1 (3 nm), 1 × 106 cm−1 (10 nm), and 0.3 × 106 cm−1 (33 nm), respectively. The high SF-density materials were compared to an approximately 330 µm-thick SF-free m-GaN substrate from Mitsubishi Chemical Co., Ltd. The samples were optically excited using ultrafast pulses (approximately 150 fs) from the frequency-doubled tunable signal beam (350 nm–380 nm) of an optical parametric amplifier pumped by a 250 kHz regenerative Ti:sapphire amplifier at 800 nm. The p-polarized excitation beam was incident on the GaN sample at 45° to the surface normal, and the subsequent terahertz emission was collected with a pair of off-axis parabolic mirrors for polarization sensitive ZnTe-based electro-optic sampling. The terms p- and s-polarization refer to the polarization parallel and perpendicular to the plane of incidence, respectively. All measurements were taken at room temperature.

Figure 16 compares the excitation energy dependence of the peak p-polarized terahertz signal, normalized by the number of incident photons, from the high SF-density m-plane GaN films with that from the SF-free m-plane GaN substrate. The samples were oriented such that the c-axis was parallel to the plane of incidence. At a photon energy of 3.54 eV, above the wurtzite GaN bandgap, E_W, the high-SF samples have a significantly stronger terahertz signal than the SF-free sample, with the strength of the terahertz signal increasing as the SF density becomes larger. As the excitation energy decreases towards E_W, the terahertz emission from all GaN samples diminishes due in part to decrease in absorption with lower excitation energy. No terahertz emission is observed from the SF-free sample below E_W owing to negligible absorption. For the high SF-density samples, we observe not only subbandgap terahertz emission just below E_W but also an inversion of the terahertz waveform polarity as the excitation laser energy tunes across the wurtzite GaN bandgap (see inset in figure 16).

Figure 16. Peak p-polarized terahertz signal dependence on excitation energy from high SF-density and SF-free m-plane GaN. Inset: Time-resolved terahertz waveforms from the SFD = 1 × 10^6 cm⁻¹ sample at various excitation energies.
For more detailed analysis of the change in the terahertz generation mechanism, and, consequently, the variation in the carrier dynamics as the excitation energy approaches the bandgap of the zincblende inclusions in the m-plane GaN, we explore the dependence of the terahertz radiation on the azimuthal angle, θ, by rotating the sample about the surface normal. The emission from the SF-free sample exhibits no angular dependence, as expected for surface normal carrier transport resulting from the photo-Dember effect (25). The terahertz signal from the high SF-density materials, on the other hand, reveals a significant angular dependence. As an example, plots of the p- and s-polarized time-resolved terahertz waveforms at several azimuthal angles from the $1 \times 10^6$ cm$^{-1}$ SF-density m-plane GaN for excitation centered at 3.54 eV (350 nm), 3.44 eV (360 nm), and 3.35 eV (370 nm) are displayed in figures 17a and b, respectively. At all excitation energies, the terahertz waveforms flip with a 180° azimuthal angle rotation and have about a 2-THz spectral distribution. For subwurtzite bandgap excitation, the waveforms are inverted relative to the above bandgap case. A slight phase shift of the subbandgap terahertz signal is also observed.
\( f_p(\theta) = -\cos\theta \), respectively. Terahertz emission due to nonlinear effects would also show a \( \sin(n\theta) \) or \( \cos(n\theta) \) component, where \( n>1 \) (25), which is clearly not observed for above bandgap excitation. Diffusion or intersubband transitions (26) cannot account for the angular dependence. The sinusoidal dependence, however, is similar to that observed by Metcalfe et al. (23) at 4.66 eV (266 nm) excitation and indicates linearly polarized terahertz emission associated with in-plane carrier transport in internal SF-related electric fields which point along the [0001] direction. A larger stacking fault density creates a smaller average spacing between the zincblende inclusions that terminate the polarization of the wurtzite matrix, leading to a larger electric field in the wurtzite material and therefore a higher peak terahertz signal with increasing SF density (figure 16). Rotation of the c-axis about the surface normal also rotates the internal electric field, and, consequently, the emitted terahertz polarization direction, leading to the sinusoidal dependence measured using the polarization-sensitive ZnTe detection crystal.

Figure 18. Azimuthal angle dependence of p- and s-polarized terahertz signal at \( t_0 \) from the SFD = 1- \( \times \) 106-cm\(^{-1} \) sample at 3.54, 3.44, and 3.35 eV excitation and from SF free m-GaN at 3.44eV.

When the excitation energy is tuned below \( E_W \), the azimuthal angle dependence of the terahertz emission from the high SF-density sample begins to alter. Although the dominant angular feature remains the \( n=1 \) component at 3.44 eV excitation energy, higher order oscillations (\( n>1 \)) begin to appear that are much larger than those observed in the terahertz emission from the SF-free m-GaN material at the same excitation energy. At 3.35 eV excitation energy, below the wurtzite GaN bandgap, the polarity of the \( n=1 \) signal inverts and the higher order oscillations become more prominent. Insight into this behavior can be gleaned from figure 19a, which illustrates the calculated band structure and carrier wavefunctions in the potential created by the quantum-well-like zincblende inclusions within the wurtzite GaN matrix. Spatially separated electron-hole pairs generated by below wurtzite bandgap excitation create a dipole moment, which points opposite to the transport-induced dipole moment created by carriers excited into the continuum.
Although following the calculations by Metcalfe et al. (23) gives an estimated unscreened field in the zincblende regions of almost 3 MV/cm, the dipole moment of electron-hole pairs confined within the very thin inclusion layers (<<8 Å) is insufficient to account for the subbandgap terahertz generation. However, the electron and hole wavefunctions extend significantly into the wurtzite matrix, with a dipole moment more characteristic of their center-to-center spacing (approximately 25 Å), than the thickness (less than 8 Å) of the zincblende inclusions. Since the strength of the terahertz emission increases with the extent of this dipole (27), we attribute the subbandgap terahertz polarity inversion of the n=1 angular component to the instantaneous polarization of these spatially separated electron-hole pairs localized within lateral quantum structure containing multiple crystal symmetries.

The higher order oscillations suggest a nonlinear optical process. Terahertz generation due to optical rectification has been observed in various semiconductors, such as (100) and (111) InP, (111) InSb, (111) InAs, and a-plane InN (28–30) but typically at high pump fluences above the bandgap. However, there have been reports of subbandgap emission and polarity inversion of the terahertz waveform at near bandgap excitation in (111) bulk GaAs and InAs/GaAs superlattices (31, 32) due to optical rectification and the resonant behavior of the nonlinear susceptibility and
in (100) GaAs (33) due to the combination of a real photocurrent and virtual photoconductivity (34, 35). Furthermore, electric-field-biased quantum structures have demonstrated enhanced nonlinear susceptibility compared to their bulk counterparts (36, 37). A similar phenomenon is observed in the SF m-GaN shown in figure 18, for which the higher order oscillations (n>1) are much bigger than those in SF-free m-face GaN, indicating an enhanced nonlinear susceptibility in the lateral polar heterostructures created by the SF compared to that in bulk wurtzite GaN. We expect similar effects for a-plane and semipolar GaN. For c-plane GaN, the internal electric field and instantaneous polarization are along the surface normal direction so we would not expect to observe any angular dependence.

A further understanding of the nonlinear susceptibility associated with the higher order oscillations and its enhancement in the SF material with respect to that in the bulk SF-free m-GaN can be attained by removing the n=1 Fourier component and plotting the remaining data in conjunction with the calculated azimuthal angle dependence of the p-polarized terahertz signal due to optical rectification for a m-face wurtzite crystal structure (figure 19b). Since the (11-2) direction of the zincblende-like inclusions points along the m-direction (11-00) of the bulk wurtzite GaN, the calculation for the zincblende-like inclusions were on a (11-2) surface zincblende crystal. In both cases, the calculation shows a dominant 3θ component and much smaller n=1 component, with the solid line in figure 19b representing the calculated n>1 components for p-polarized terahertz. Similar results (not shown) were obtained for s-polarized terahertz. Moreover, it is clear that the nonlinear susceptibility alone cannot account for the subbandgap SF related terahertz signal, which shows a dominant n=1 feature. Comparison of the n>1 components of p-polarized terahertz at t0 from the SFD = 1 × 10^6-cm^-1 sample and SF-free sample at 3.44 eV excitation indicate that both samples show clear n=3 components, but the strength of the nonlinearity in the SF sample is enhanced by an order of magnitude relative to its SF-free counterpart (38).
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